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Worked in one-of-a-kind Fates & Graces cake dyed gradients, this shawl’s central 
motif of concentric bands of five colors radiates outwards and repeats, giving each 
color a chance to shine twice. Garter stitch ridges separate each color, adding 
beautiful surface texture and creating a pleasing structure of stripes and angles.

About this Pattern
Skill Level: Intermediate

Skills Needed: Knit, purl, Judy’s Magic Cast on, increases (m1R, m1L, yo).

Finished Size: 56.5 inches / 144 cm wide, 18.5 inches / 47 cm long.

Yarn:
MC - Infinite Twist Helix, Fates and Graces gradient cakes, 600 yards / 200 g.
CC – Infinite Twist Helix, 500 yards / 167 g. 
Shown in MC Tropical Punch with CC Graphite (pink / orange with dark grey) and 
MC Blue Margarita with CC Dovecote (chartreuse / aqua with light grey).

Needles:
Three U.S. size 5 / 3.75 mm circular, 32 inch / 80 cm long, or any size yielding correct 
gauge.
Optional: Three size 5 / 3.75 mm double pointed needles.

Gauge (before blocking):
19 stitches / 40 rows over 4 inches / 10 cm in stockinette stitch after blocking.

Notions: 10 Stitch markers; at least one locking type/removable, yarn needle. 
Optional: point protectors if using DPNs.



Abbreviations:
DPN(s): Double-pointed needle(s).
EOR: End of round.
K: Knit.
KFB: Knit front and back. Knit into the front and back legs of one stitch. 1 st
increased.
K1, yo, k1: Knit one, yarn over, and knit one into 1 st. 2 sts increased.
M1P: Make one purl stitch by picking up the strand of yarn from between two 
stitches from the previous row, twisting it so the right leg is on top, and purling into 
it. 1 st increased.
M1R: Make one right-leaning stitch by picking up the strand of yarn from between 
two stitches from the previous row, twisting it so the right leg is on top, and knitting 
into it. 1 st increased.
M1L: Make one left-leaning stitch by picking up the strand of yarn from between 
two stitches from the previous row, twisting it so the left leg is on top, and knitting 
into it. 1 st increased.
REM: Remaining.
SM: Slip marker.

Schematic

Needle Set-Up
This project starts with two long, opposing rows of live stitches (created by Judy’s 
Magic Cast On), which are ideally suited to being worked on two circular needles. 
These long rows create the long sides of what will become a rectangle. The short 
sides of the rectangle are formed by double increases in each corner, using the 
same construction as a mitred square.

The short sides of the rectangle are slightly fiddly for the first few rows because you 
are turning two sharp corners over a handful of stitches, while also changing your 
working needle from one circular needle to the other. 

I found I ended up with loose stitches in the middle of my short sides by working 
with two circulars, and so worked my short sides with dpns for the first few rows. If 
you like working with dpns, instructions for this option start from Round 4 of the 
instructions. 

The advantage of this option is you can more easily turn your corners, and it’s only 
for a few rows. The disadvantage is that it makes the project a bit delicate; i.e. you 
can lose stitches off the ends of the DPNs if you’re not careful. 

56.5 inches / 144 cm

18.5 inches /
47 cm
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If you prefer to work only with circulars, be sure to pay special attention to 
your tension on the short sides and corners for the first 10 rows. 

I recommend working with two 80 cm circulars rather than one 160 cm or longer 
needle because you will either need a shorter cable length to start, or to Magic 
Loop.

Color Changes and the End of the Round
MC and CC color changes on this project do not align with the 
end of each round. The end of the round is positioned in the mid-
dle of a short side so that each corner in a given round can be 
worked in the same way, and to allow the creation of jog-less rows.

Instructions
Starting from the inside of your first cake, cast on 180 sts onto each circular needle 
using Judy’s Magic Cast on. 

First Color Block

Round 1: Work sts on top needle as follows: *[k1, yo, k1] into 1 st and place markers 
on either side of each yarn over, knit until 1 st rem, [k1, yo, k1] into final st and place 
markers on either side of each yarn over. Place EOR marker and repeat from * for 
stitches on bottom needle. 

Round 2: Knit, slipping markers as you come to them. Slip markers and on all 
subsequent rounds as well.

Round 3: K to 1st marker, *[m1R, sm, k1, sm, m1L], k to next marker, repeat from * 3 
times to end of round.

Round 4: Knit.

Dpn option for Round 4: Work the first four sts with a dpn. Change to circular needle, 
and work until four stitches rem. Work remaining four sts with a second dpn. 
Continuing with 2nd dpn, work the first 4 sts from 2nd circular needle so you have 8 
sts total  on the 2nd dpn. 

Change to 2nd circular needle and work until 4 sts remain. Using a third dpn, work 
the remaining 4 sts, slip the EOR marker, and work the 4 sts from your first dpn. 
Continue using dpns for the short sides of your project until the end of the 2nd color 
block.

Round 5 and any subsequent odd-numbered color block rows are worked 
as round 3. 

Round 6 and any subsequent even-numbered color block rows are worked as 
round 4. 

Complete 2 more rounds in CC1 (8 rounds in total), and work a Border Segment in 
MC as follows on next page.
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Border Segment
Round 1: Continue knitting with MC to 1st marker, leave MC dangling at back of the 
work. Join CC, leaving at least a 4 inch / 10 cm tail, and knit around to EOR marker

Round 2: Continue with CC to 1st marker. Using your right needle, pick up the MC 
strand from the row below and twist it as if to m1R, and then knit it with CC tail. Slip 
the just-made st to left needle, and purl it using your working CC yarn. Sm, p1, sm, 
m1p, p to next marker. *[m1p, sm, p1, sm, m1p], p to next marker. Repeat from * 
twice more to end of round.

Continue purling until 1 st remains before next marker. Pass CC yarn to back of work 
in between needles and break yarn leaving at least a 4 inch / 10 cm tail, sl 1 
purlwise. 

Second Color Block
Round 1: Using MC (which should be dangling at the back of your work), knit 
around to EOR marker.

Round 2: Continue knitting with MC to 1st marker, m1R (on this M1R only, you will be 
picking up and twisting the MC strand from where it runs beneath the  border row), 
sm, k1, sm, m1L , knit to next marker, *[m1R, sm, k1, sm, m1L], k to next marker, 
repeat from * twice more to end of round.

Round 3 and subsequent odd-numbered rounds: knit around to EOR marker.

Round 4 and subsequent even numbered rows: k to 1st marker, *[m1R, sm, 
k1, sm, m1L], k to next marker, repeat from * 3 times to end of round.

Continue as established until you have completed eight rounds. Work a Border Row 
in CC.

Third, Fourth, and Fifth Color Blocks
Third color block: Work 7 rounds in MC as established, and work a Border Segment.

Fourth color block: Work 6 rounds in MC as established, and work a Border Segment.

Fifth color block: Work 5 rounds in MC as established, and work a Border Segment.

Break MC, and put aside any remaining yarn from your first cake.

Color Block 6
For the second half of your wrap, you will be alternating between two cakes. 
Round 1: Join 2nd MC cake, and knit around to EOR marker. Remove EOR marker.

Round 2: Continue knitting with 2nd MC cake until 2 sts remain before 1st marker, 
replace EOR marker, drop yarn at back of work. Join 3rd MC cake, k to marker, 
[m1R, sm, k1, sm, m1L], knit to next marker, repeat from * three more times to end of 
round. Drop yarn from 3rd cake and leave dangling at back of work
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Pattern note: Alternating between cakes 2 and 3 at the new EOR position 
accomplishes two things – it creates nearly jog-less rounds, and it creates 
space so you’re not trying to change yarns and increase simultaneously.

Round 3 and subsequent odd-numbered rounds: Pick up yarn from 2nd cake, knit 
around to EOR marker. Drop yarn from 2nd cake and leave dangling at back of 
work.

Round 4 and subsequent even numbered rounds: Pick up yarn from 3rd cake, knit to 
1st marker, *[m1R, sm, k1, sm, m1L], knit to next marker, repeat from * three more 
times to EOR marker. Drop yarn from 3rd cake and leave dangling at back of work.

Round 5: Work as round 3.
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Round 6: Work as round 4

Final Round: When you reach the EOR marker, yarns from 2nd and 3rd cake will both 
be at the back of your work. To complete a jog-less round, you’ll alternate stitches 
from both cakes as follows: 

K1 from 2nd cake, leave yarn at back of work. K1 from 3rd cake, and leave yarn at 
back of work. Repeat until you reach 1st marker. Work a Border Segment.

Color Block 7
Round 1: Using either cake, knit around 
to EOR marker. Remove EOR marker.

Round 2: Continue until 2 sts remain 
before 1st marker, replace EOR marker, 
drop yarn at back of work. Change 
which cake you’re working from.

Continue as per Color Block 6 instructions
until you have completed 6 rows, and 
work Border Segment.

Eighth, Ninth, & Tenth Color Blocks
Work eighth color block as Color Block 6,
until you have completed 5 rows, and 
work Border Segment.

Work ninth color block as Color Block 6 
until you have completed 4 rows, and 
work Border Segment.

Work tenth color block as Color Block 6 until you have completed 3 rows, and 
work Border Segment.

Final border
Worked in MC in the same way as your Border Segment rows. Work 14 rows / 7 
garter ridges. 

Loosely bind off all stitches, and block to desired dimensions.


